Select from some of our Mouth-Watering selections for your Teenagers
Graduation Celebration, then give us a call at 404-963-6857 for any questions or
to place your order. Please note that this is just a small sample of our offerings.

TEENAGE TASTEBUDS
Mini burgers
These fun mini burgers (about the size of a 50-cent piece) are topped with cheese, a pickle and a dab of
ketchup

Mini Frank in a Bun
Miniature Chicago style hot dogs 2 inches long that are pint sized versions of a classic comfort food.
These dogs are topped with Gulden's mustard, relish and sautéed onions.

BBQ Meatballs
Meatballs oven broiled with a sweet BBQ sauce and crushed red pepper.

Fried Chicken Cakes with a Mayo Hot Sauce
Think Crab Cake...but with Fried Chicken, served with a Mayo based Hot Sauce.

Jerk Chicken Wings
Our Caribbean classic, jerk chicken wings will make you go "yea mannnn"

Parmesan Garlic Chicken Wings
Mouthwatering chicken wings with the addictive flavors of parmesan and garlic.

Chicken Pineapple Kabob
A tropical delight! Tender chicken breast with crispy red and green peppers and a pineapple chunk are
placed on a 6" skewer.

Chicken Quesadilla
A spicy blend of USDA smoked white meat chicken, Monterey Jack cheese, peppers and fresh cilantro
rolled in a flour tortilla trumpet.

Maple Candied Bacon
Who doesn't luv bacon, so we decided to make a whole appetizer of just that one delicious irresistible
item?

Macaroni & Cheese Mini Cupcakes
Macaroni & Cheese in a bite size cupcake...you can't go wrong with this popular dish. All the flavors of
Mac & Cheese in a bite size cupcake

Gourmet Deviled Eggs Trio
A delicious combo of Shrimp Deviled Eggs, Chive & Tarragon Deviled Eggs and Bacon Deviled Eggs...

Shot Glass French Fries with Ketchup Dipper
A mini portion of our Hot fries served in a shot glass with dipping ketchup

Deep Dish Pepperoni Pizza
Rich pizza sauce blended with mozzarella cheese, basil and pepperoni in a handmade tart shell

Pulled Smoked Chicken Sliders Served on Gourmet Rolls
Tender smoked pulled chicken served on gourmet rolls

Beer Cheese Chicken Pretzel Sliders
Beer cheese sauce drizzled over pulled beer chicken and served on pretzel rolls. Perfect for any game
snack.

Buffalo Chicken Sliders
Just picture all the flavors of buffalo chicken wings, but on a slider. You can't go wrong with this one.

Pulled Pork Sliders Served on Gourmet Rolls
Pulled Southern BBQ Pork topped with Southern Style Slaw and served on Gourmet Rolls with Cole slaw

BBQ Meatball Sliders
Meatballs oven broiled with a sweet BBQ sauce and crushed red pepper served on a slider roll with Cole
Slaw

Balsamic Strawberry Salsa
The flavors in this unique salsa will surprise you. The combination of tomatoes and strawberries is
amazing.

Watermelon Salsa
A great summer take on an old staple. Cool down the summer heat with this refreshing salsa.

Hot Artichoke Spinach and Crab Dip
Our artichoke and spinach dip are piled with lump fresh crab meat, making this a standout dish.

Bacon Cheeseburger Dip
Say it isn't so...For anyone who loves bacon burgers, we have a dip loaded with onion, Worcestershire,
and cheese.

